The research presents the methodology of improving the accuracy in sentiment classification in the light of modelling the latent semantic relations (LSR). The objective of this methodology is to find ways of eliminating the limitations of the discriminant and probabilistic methods for LSR revealing and customizing the sentiment classification process (SCP) to the more accurate recognition of text tonality. This objective was achieved by providing the possibility of the joint usage of the following methods: (1) retrieval and recognition of the hierarchical semantic structure of the text and (2) development of the hierarchical contextually-oriented sentiment dictionary in order to perform the context-sensitive SCP. The main scientific contribution of this research is the set of the following approaches: at the phase of LSR revealing (1) combination of the discriminant and probabilistic models while applying the rules of adjustments to obtain the final joint result; at all SCP phases (2) considering document as a complex structure of topically completed textual components (paragraphs) and (3) taking into account the features of persuasive documents' type. The experimental results have demonstrated the enhancement of the SCP accuracy, namely significant increase of average values of recall and precision indicators and guarantee of sufficient accuracy level.
Introduction
The rapid development of computer technology and the Internet space in recent decades has led to the fact that the process for creating and accessing the information content of many web resources have become an integral part of private and professional activities of a person. The content of information resources such as social networks, feedback services, web forums and blogs, is actively populated by the users themselves and publicly available.
This content and some other official information (for example, financial statements of enterprises, scientific and news articles) form a large array of unstructured text information containing a huge amount of explicit and hidden knowledge.
One of these types of knowledge is the latent semantic relations (LSR), which are hidden both inside the documents and between them and are used to identify the document's context as the set of topics and to group the documents based on their semantic proximity correspondingly. Closely related to the topical structure identification of open unstructured content is the problem of retrieving the knowledge about emotional colouring of such texts. A special section of computer linguistics is devoted to the extraction of such knowledge-automatic analysis of text tonality, more known as sentiment analysis, sentiment classification or opinion mining. The close connection between tasks of latent semantic relations and sentiment classification appeared due to the following reasons: the initial goal of sentiment classification methods is the classification of documents (paragraphs, sentences) according to a given scale of tonality, usually a two-point (positive-negative) or three-point (positive-negative-neutral). However, general assessment of tonality does not allow consideration of the specifics of the semantics and sentiment of the connection of words used by authors in certain topical contexts. That is why over time the initial formulation of the task of tonality analysis has acquired a more detailed formulation and has emerged as a separate problem of context-sensitive (or contextually-oriented) sentiment classification, which is to automatically determine the views of the user, expressed in the text, with respect to previously detected topics being examined.
In recent years, a number of methods for detecting topics and sentiment analysis have been proposed. But, firstly, many of these methods are devoted to the improvement of the theory of Latent Semantic Analysis and its use to identify hidden contextual links between documents [1] [2] [3] [4] or improving the recognition of topics while using the knowledge about words probability distributions within the text collection [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , for example Bayesian nonparametric topic models [5] [6] [7] . The results of these studies do represent a significant contribution to the development of science. However:
• firstly, they suggest using only one of the listed methods (belonging to a group of discriminant or probabilistic methods respectively) with characterizing its shortcomings and limitations; • secondly, the results obtained during the research are not associated by authors with the possibility of their further use for conducting not only context-semantic but also context-sentiment classification.
Another part of the research is devoted to finding a solution to the sentiment of classification based on various methods (naive bayesian classifier, maximum entropy classifier, support vector machines, sentiment lexicons based classification) but not taking into account improvement of the methods' results via simultaneous identification of the topics on the different document's levels [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . However, recently some research work appears which aims to combine the two research directions into one, substantiating the goal with the resulting effects of the research (namely, the quality of the classification).
Some recent scientific work [31] [32] [33] [34] has considered this limitation and has performed both-recognizing the sentiment and at the same time detecting the topics. For example, the work [31] presented a joint sentiment/topic model that can simultaneously recognize document-level sentiment and detect the set of topics from the text. Also the work [32] proposes two sentiment topic models to find the relation between the latent topics and readers' emotions. Considering the significance of the research results of the above-mentioned works, it should be noted that:
• firstly, they use (and improve) only one method of modifying topics (for example, it is the LDA model in reference [31] or probabilistic latent semantic indexing in reference [33] ); • secondly, they do not focus their scientific interests on the creation of a multi-level sentiment dictionary that reflects the contextual dependencies of the words tonality on different hierarchical levels of document contextual structure (topic/subtopic).
In this research, we focus on the aim of finding the ways of improving the accuracy in sentiment classification based on proposed joint latent semantic relations and sentiment analysis. The state-of-the-art of our methodology is that it can detect both: hierarchical topical structure of the document and then its context-sensitive sentiment. Accuracy in sentiment classification improvement is achieved due to the following:
• combining linear algebra and probabilistic topic models methods for LSR revealing allowed to eliminate their limitations; • retrieving the knowledge about the hierarchical topical structure of the analysed text allowed (1) development of the hierarchical contextually-oriented sentiment dictionary and (2) performance of the context-sensitive sentiment classification on the paragraph-and document-level.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical background of the research. Section 3 presents the methodology of sentiment classification, contains (1) the latent semantic relations revealing and (2) sentiment classification based on the corpora-based sentiment dictionary (CBSD) phases. For testing and evaluating the adequacy and quality of proposed methodology additionally for each phase. In Section 3 we discuss the experimental results based on the Polish-language film reviews dataset. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and poses some questions for discussion.
This paper is an extended version of [35] . The following sections were added:
• an extended version of experimental results and discussion section for latent semantic relations revealing phase; • representation of the new stage of research based on the results obtained in the original paper (the section describes the methodological and experimental parts of the sentiment classification phase based on the CBSD).
Theoretical Background of the Research

Vector Space Model Concept
The objective of the LSR analysis is to receive "semantic pattern" from the textual data and automatically extend them into the main latent semantic topic. The substantial contribution to this problem exploring and analysing the data came from researchers in the information retrieval scientific area (IR) [35] [36] [37] [38] . The basic approach proposed by the IR researchers for the text corpus analysis is presenting each document as a vector, which contains the frequencies of particular words occurrence.
In the concept of TF × IDF weight [2] [3] [4] 14, 39] , firstly the A(m × n) term-document matrix is built. As elements, it contains the values of absolute frequency of words occurrence. As the next step, this term frequency values are weighted by inverse document frequency indicator, which evaluates the number of occurrences of a word in the whole corpus [35] :
where t f (w, t)-relative frequency of the wth word occurrence in the document t:
k(w, L t )-the number of wth word occurrences in the text t; d f -total number of words in the text of t; D-total number of documents in the collection. Further on, for solving the problem of finding the distance between the documents (terms) from the point of view of their relation to the same topic, different metrics can be applied. The most popular and accurate measure is the indicator of cosine similarity between the vectors:
where x · y-the scalar product of the vectors, x and y -quota of the vectors, which are calculated by the formulas:
In the next step, the main task of the researchers is to find (develop) the most accurate clustering algorithms for documents (words) with the goal to present their semantic (topical, context) closeness [2] [3] [4] 11, 14, 35, 39, 40] .
This method limitation is that calculations measure only the "surface" usage of words as patterns of letters. Hereby, polysemy and synonymy are not captured [1, 11, 30, 35] .
Latent Semantic Indexing
The method of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), better known under the name of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [41, 42] , represents the concept of determining the degree of closeness of documents (terms) and visualizing it in a space of a lower dimension by identifying and interpreting hidden semantic relations existing between them.
The most well-known version of LSA is based on the algorithm of singular value decomposition (SVD) of a term-document matrix [41] . As a result of the SVD of the term-document matrix A, we get three matrices:
However, despite the obvious advantages of the proposed method, according to [2, 14] , there are some significant limitations for effective LSA application: (1) documents should have the same writing style (Lim#1); (2) each document should be focused on only one topic (Lim#2); (3) a word should have a high probability of belonging to one topic but low probability of belonging to other topics (Lim#3). Such limitations are based on the assumption that each topic's or document's probability is distributed uniformly, which does not correspond to the real distribution in the document collections [35, [41] [42] [43] . That is why LSA aims to eliminate multiple occurrences of a word in different topics and thus cannot effectively solve the polysemy problems (Lim#4).
Probabilistic Topic Models
In contrast to discriminant algorithms (LSI, LSA), in a probabilistic approach, the topics are described by the model but the term-document matrix is used to evaluate its hidden parameters [18, 35, 36, 42] .
Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic graphical model based on a three-level hierarchical Bayesian modelling approach [9, 10, 30] . In the LDA model, each text is generated independently, according to the following scheme [21] :
Randomly select its text distribution by topic θ d .
2.
For each word in the text: (a) randomly select a topic from the θ d distribution obtained at the 1st step; (b) randomly select a word from the distribution of words in the selected topic ϕ t . In the LDA model, it is assumed that the parameters θ d and ϕ w are distributed as follows:
, where α and β are defined as vector parameters (the so-called hyper parameters) Dirichlet distributions.
Results Quality Evaluation
The most well-known method of evaluating the quality of probabilistic topic models on the test dataset D test is the perplexity index [9, 10, 16, 44] . Perplexity is used as a measure of how well a probability model predicts a sample. The lower perplexity indicates the better probability distribution for a sample prediction:
where ∑ The main limitation of LDA method is the following: the result of finding the number of topics that provide optimal values of the perplexity indicator does not provide the maximum level of probability with which particular document belongs to a specific topic (Lim#5) [9, 10, 17, 35] .
Text Sentiment Classification
Methods of sentiment classification analysis of the text are developed within the framework of two machine learning approaches-supervised and unsupervised machine learning [29] . In the approach based on supervised machine learning, a marked collection of documents is needed, which lists examples of emotional expressions and aspect terms.
The methods of unsupervised machine learning allow to avoid the dependence on training the data. For these methods to work, one also needs a corpus of documents but the preliminary mark-up is not required. Within the framework of this approach, the probabilistic-statistical regularities of the text are found and, on their basis, the key subtasks of the aspect-emotional analysis are solved: that is, identification of aspect terms and determination of their tonality. However, such methods require complex tuning for a given domain. For example, the method based on the LDA-based method in its original form is not able to effectively detect topics, therefore, its additional adaptation and adjustment of correspondence of identified topics to the target set of contexts is required [12] .
The above-considered methods of sentiment classification require the presence of a sentiment dictionary of text tonality evaluation. There are three basic approaches to such a dictionary [29] : (1) expert thesaurus based on dictionaries; (2) dictionary based on text collections (corpus).
Within the expert approach, the dictionary is compiled by the experts. This approach can be distinguished by the complexity and high probability of the absence of domain-specific words in the dictionary on the one hand, on the other-by the high quality of the dictionary in the sense of adequacy of the assigned key.
In the dictionaries approach, an initial small list of evaluation words is expanded by various dictionaries, for example, explanatory or synonyms/antonyms. However, this approach also does not take into account the subject area.
In the approach based on text collections, statistical analysis of the marked texts, as a rule belonging to the subject domain in question, is used to compile a dictionary.
In [18] , the dictionary of emotional vocabulary, compiled by experts manually, was used to determine the tone of individual words. In this dictionary, each word and phrase is associated with the orientation of the key (positive/negative) and with strength (in points).
The authors' methods proposed in [25, 26] are based on the dictionary approach, that is: to determine the tonality of texts, a dictionary of estimated words is used, where each word has a numerical weight that determines the degree of the word significance. In the method of working with the dictionary closest to the paper [27] , the following needs to be considered: firstly, the dictionary is created based on a statistical analysis of a training collection; secondly, the weight of the words is determined with the help of a genetic algorithm.
In most studies, the tone of the text is determined based on the calculation of weights of the appraisal words included in it:
where W S T -the weight of text T for tonality C; w i -the word's weight; N C -the number of estimated bigrams of tonality C in the text T.
Texts are classified according to the linear function:
where W pos T is the positive weight of the text T; W neg T is the negative weight of the text T; k neg is the coefficient compensating the fact of the preponderance of positive vocabulary in the text [28] . If the value of the function f is greater than zero, the text is recognized as positive, otherwise-as negative.
In addition, a separate group of studies [31] [32] [33] [34] is devoted to the work on the search for a combination of approaches of sentiment classification and latent semantic topics detection. Such scientific works, thanks to the improvement of methods for topics identifying and taking advantage of the synergistic effects of joint application of the context-semantic and context-sentiment aspects of text classification, provide sufficiently stable and high quality indicators (accuracy) of sentiment recognition (in the works [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 30, 31] has been declared level of accuracy between the 82.9% and 87.2%). As we can notice, the level of accuracy varies and use as one of the quality indicators in addition to the measure of sentiment classification and topics recognition efficiency depending on the supervised/unsupervised type of model used.
Research Methodology
In this research, the following authors' definitions will be used:
Term is a basic unit of discrete data.
2.
Contextual fragment (CF) is an indivisible, topically completed set of terms, located within a document's paragraph.
3.
Document is a set of CF.
4.
Topic is the label (one term) that defines the main semantic context of the text. 5.
Contextual dictionary (CD) is a set of keywords that describe the semantic context of the topic. 6.
Semantic cluster (SC) is the set of CF that characterized by high hidden semantic closeness. 7.
Contextually-oriented corpus (HC) is a hierarchical structure of semantically close CF, built via application of unsupervised machine learning discriminant and probabilistic methods of the topic modelling and latent semantic relations analysis. 8.
Corpora-based sentiment dictionary (CBSD) is a manually created dictionary, which has semantic and hierarchical structure thanks to using the contextually-oriented corpus for its building.
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Novelty and Motivation
The motivation for this research concerns the analysed document type specificity and finding ways to completely or partially:
• eliminate the existing limitations of the discriminant and probabilistic approaches by their joint use and adjustment for latent semantic relations revealing; • customize the context-sensitive sentiment classification process to the more accurate recognition of the text tonality in the light of the semantic context of the topic.
As an object of sentiment classification in this methodology, the group of persuasive document types have been chosen (reviews, newspaper editorials, letters to the editor, opinion articles, speeches, monologues). This choice is justified by the fact that persuasive documents are characterized by clear or clear enough defined rules and structure of writing style [45] . It follows that:
• such a document will have a wide palette of topics and sub-topics, which allows guaranteeing a high accuracy of the formation of the hierarchical contextual structure of the document; • the completeness of the authors' vocabulary should be sufficiently broad and meaningful to create a sentiment dictionary adequate to the general context of the dataset to be examined; • the need to express the authors' own opinion in such type of document will allow to carry out a qualitative evaluation of the sentiment classification results on a guaranteed relevant dataset.
The choice of this type of the document will be at the same time considered as limitations in the scope of our research findings.
In this regard, the following scientific research questions (RQ) were raised: RQ_1. Does taking into account of the specific features of the analysed document type affect the quality of the topic modelling process results?
RQ_2. Is it possible to increase the level of quality of the topic modelling process results by joint usage and adjustment of the discriminant and probabilistic methods?
RQ_3. Does taking into account of the hierarchical structure of latent semantic relations within the corpus affects the accuracy of the sentiment classification results?
RQ_4. Is it possible to increase the sentiment classification process accuracy via building and using the contextually-oriented and semantically structured sentiment dictionary? RQ_5. Is the tone, expressed in the document by its author effect on the qualitative indicators of sentiment recognition?
In order to answer these questions, the following main Assumptions (A) were formulated:
A1. Taking into account the specificity of document type, chosen in this methodology, assume that each document has approximately the same writing style (eliminating the Lim#1).
A2.
Taking into account the specificity of the document type chosen in this methodology, assume that each document has a complex structure and can be estimated integrally by separated classification centred on only one topic paragraph (eliminating the Lim#2).
Based on the research questions and proposals raised, the following scientific Hypotheses (H) were formulated:
H1. Combination of the unsupervised machine learning discriminant and probabilistic methods has a synergistic effect to improve the topic modelling veracity. This effect is expected to be achieved via increasing [35] :
• quality of LDA-method of topics recognition via an increased level of probability of assigning the topic to a particular CF by considering the hidden LSR phenomena (eliminating the Lim#5); • quality of LSA-method of LSR recognition via adjusting the consequences of the influence of the uniform distribution of the topics within the document by considering probabilistic approaches (eliminating the Lim#3 and Lim#4).
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H2. Identifying and using the hierarchical structure of latent semantic relations within the corpus effects and improves the sentiment classification process accuracy. This effect is expected to be achieved via increasing:
• adequacy of tonality assessment instruments via building and manually creating a hierarchical contextually-oriented and semantically structured corpora-based sentiment dictionary; • quality of the sentiment analysis results via adjusting the algorithms of using the tonality assessment instruments by applying integral evaluation of its individual topically-oriented fragments using the CBSD and considering the tonality subjectively assigned to texts by the author.
The proposed methodology for improving the accuracy of sentiment classification based on revealing and using the knowledge about latent semantic relations includes two main phases:
• latent semantic relations revealing phase; • sentiment classification based on the CBSD phase.
As a dataset for a demonstration of the basic workability and evaluation of the quality of the methodology application results, the Polish-language film reviews dataset from the filmweb.pl was used.
This choice was due to the following factors:
• film reviews are a bright representative of a persuasive type of the group of documents; • the choice of Polish-language texts makes it possible to simultaneously fill in the existing gap in such a study direction for a given language.
The experimental part of authors' methodology has been implemented in Python 3.4.1.
Latent Semantic Relations Revealing Phase
The basic version of latent semantic relations revealing phase includes seven steps (Figure 1 ).
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LDA-Based Analysis of Latent Semantic Relations Layer
Step I. Topics Identifying LDA-based Analysis of LSR is the layer, which aims: 1. to reveal the optimal number of latent probabilistic topics that describe the main semantic context of the analysed document; Step I. Topics Identifying LDA-based Analysis of LSR is the layer, which aims:
to reveal the optimal number of latent probabilistic topics that describe the main semantic context of the analysed document; 2.
to assign these revealed topics to the CFs based on the discovered probabilistic Latent Semantic Relations within the paragraphs.
As a technical implementation support, the LDA Gensim Python package (https://radimrehurek. com/gensim/models/ldamodel.html) was used.
For preliminary evaluation of the latent semantic relations revealing phase quality, the training dataset (only one randomly chosen Polish-language film reviews that contained seven CF) was used. Table 1 demonstrates the experimental results of such evaluation. The optimum value of the perplexity index is achieved at the moment when further parameter tuning changes do not lead to its significant decrease. In accordance with the authors' algorithm, obtained optimal number t = 3 (marked in red in the table) of latent probabilistic topics will be used as a recommended number of semantic clusters in the LSA-based layer of LSR analysis. The set of received latent probabilistic topics with the list of their most probable (significant) descriptive terms is presented in Table 2 . Step II. LDA-clustering
Based on the information about the maximum probability of assigning the latent probabilistic topics to the individual CF, in this step, the semantic (topical) clustering of CF could be performed. The results of this process based on the training dataset are presented in Table 3 . The values of the perplexity in Table 1 prove the validity of the assumption A2 about the possibility and expediency of providing the analysis of the documents by paragraphs. However, we can note that the level of probability of belonging the individual CF to a particular topic/cluster is not very significant for all CF (for example, for CF_6 it is lower than 0.5, marked red in Table 3 ).
The LSA-Based Analysis of Latent Semantic Relations Layer
LSA-based Analysis of LSR is the layer, which aims to identify the hidden relationships between the terms and latent semantic topics. For revealing such information, we need the following: (1) to evaluate the degree of semantic correlation relationship between CF/terms via building the reduced model of LSR; (2) to form the semantic clusters of CF via determining the cosine distance between the CF; (3) to form the contextual dictionary of semantic clusters of CF via determining the cosine distances between the terms.
Step III. Identifying the Hidden Semantic Relations Mathematically the reduced model, as the instrument of preliminary identification of the LSR presence, is the process of multiplying of the results of SVD transformation with chosen k-dimension
T [35] . The fragment of this step results based on the training dataset is presented in Table 4 . a Term "Movie" seems to have the presence in all CF where the word "Character" appears; b Term "Woman" seems to have the presence in the CF where the word "Cinema" appears.
Via comparison of the red numbers from Table 4 with the red zero values in the same places of Table 5 , as an example, the existence of the phenomena of LSR could be identified: At the same time, we can note the fact of increasing values of the correlation coefficient (CC) (marked red in Table 6 ) between terms when compared to the results of Tables 4 and 5 (Table 6 ): For measuring the level of LSR, identified in the previous step, the matrix of cosine distance between the vectors of CF / terms (steps IV-V) should be built. Based on such matrices, in this step, the semantic clustering (step VI) process could be performed. An example of the implementation of k-means clustering [18, 30] algorithm for CF and terms (using an LDA-based number of semantic clusters t = 3) is presented in Table 7 . 
Adjustments of the Results of the Two Layers of Analysis
In this step (step VII), it is supposed to combine the results of the implementation of LSA and LDA layers, namely:
1.
Building the table of the comparison of the labels of latent semantic clusters of a set of CF, obtained in two layers of research ( Table 8 ). As we can notice, the results of clustering for CF_4 and CF_6, obtained in LSA-and LDA-analysis layers, do not match (marked in red in Table 8 ).
2.
Development and implementation of the rules of adjustments of the results obtained in the LSAand LDA-analysis layers. As stated above, LDA method implementation presupposes the assignment of the corresponding topics to CF based on the largest (from existing) probability (P) of the degree of their compliance with the analysed CF. In this connection, the authors' concept of rules of adjustments (RA) of the results of semantic clustering of the LSA-and LDA-analysis layers for each particular CF is proposed (Table 9 ). These rules allow:
• to improve the quality of LDA-method recognition of the CF's topics (rules 3, 4) due to the possibility of correcting those clustering results, which are characterized by the low level of probability of a CF belonging to a particular topic. Suggested instrument-the specificity of the LSA method, consisting of the ability to extract knowledge of latent semantic relationships; • to improve the quality of LSA-method recognition of hidden relations between the CF (rules 2, 5) due to the possibility of correcting those clustering results, which are characterized by the situations, when the particular CF coordinates are located on the cluster's boundary. Suggested instrument-the specificity of LDA method, consisting in the ability to extract the knowledge from latent topics probabilistic characteristics.
The results of the implementation of the rules of adjustments for the training dataset are presented in Table 10 . 
Experimental Results and Discussion
For the verification of the authors' methodology in this phase, the sentimental structure of the test dataset via classification of the film review dataset on the subjectively positive (SPSC) and subjectively negative sentiment corpora (SNSC) was created. This procedure is realized based on the information about subjective (provided by its authors) evaluations of the review tonality (measured by a 10-point scale). We consider that review refers to SPSC if the subjective review assessment is more than 5 points and refers to SNCS-if its assessment is equal or less than 5 points.
During the methodology verification, test dataset of 5000 polish-language film reviews (2500 SNCS and 2500 SNSC) were analysed. As a result, the two-level contextual hierarchical structure of topics (CHST) was defined (Table 11 ). The recommended number of clusters (identified in LDA-level of analysis):
• on the 1st level of the hierarchy is equal to 5 for SNCS and is equal to 4 for SNSC; • on the 2nd level of the hierarchy is equal to 4 for SNCS and is equal to 3 for SNSC. The hierarchical structure of the contextually-oriented corpus (HC), created as a two-point (positive/negative classes) structure of the sets of paragraphs, semantically close to revealed topics with contextual dictionaries (for each separate layer and after adjustment-on the 1st level of topics) is presented in Table 12 [8, 38] . The contextual labels (CL) of the topics were assigned automatically based on the terms with the highest frequency in each topic. The quantitative indicators of the adjustments process of the latent semantic relations analysis results are the following: (1) percentage of not recognized CF inside the topic (indicator 1); (2) percentage of CF, which changed the cluster (indicator 2); (3) final qualitative characteristics of the research (recall rate) for the 1st level of topics are given in Table 13 . In this phase, we can conclude that the combination of the discriminant and probabilistic methods (Hypothesis 1) gave the opportunity:
• to improve the qualitative characteristics of LSR analysis: recall rate (as a ratio of the number of semantically clustered/recognized paragraphs to the total number of paragraphs in the dataset) to 90-95%; precision indicator (as the average probability of significantly clustered/recognized paragraphs) from 62 to 70-75%; • to increase the depth of recognition of latent semantic relations by providing the mathematical and methodological basis for building the contextual hierarchical structure of semantic topics.
Sentiment Classification Based on the Contextually-Oriented Sentiment Dictionary Phase
The basic version of sentiment classification phase includes nine steps (Figure 2 ). 
Creating the Corpora-Based Sentiment Dictionary Layer
Creating the corpora-based sentiment dictionary (steps VIII-XI) is the layer, which aims to identify the contextually oriented hierarchically structured set of dictionary items (bigrams) and their sentiment scores, allowing to measure and evaluate the tonality of the analysed texts with the high accuracy. One of the two components of bigram must be an element from a contextual dictionary of semantic clusters (Phase 1). CBSD should have three levels [46]: • 0s level is the set of dictionary items without taking into account the contextual hierarchical structure of topics; • 1st level is the set of dictionary items taking into account the 1st level of CHST; • 2nd level is the set of dictionary items taking into account the 2nd level of CHST. Definition of the sentiment scores of the bigrams is estimated by the frequency of occurrence of this bigram in the elements of corpora. To increase the degree of accuracy of the sentiment scores, an estimation parameter to reverse the frequency-RF (relevance frequency) is used [47]:
where a-number of documents related to category S (positive, negative) and containing this bigram, b-the number of documents not related to category S and containing this bigram as well. The purpose of this layer is to evaluate the adequacy and prove the effectiveness of using this hierarchical approach to improve the accuracy of the sentiment classification process.
The main tasks of this layer are: • to teach the developed sentiment classification algorithm to classify the texts, based on the quantitative measures of the tonality (sentiment scores) and considering one-level and two-level hierarchical structure of the corpora-based sentiment dictionary 
Creating the corpora-based sentiment dictionary (steps VIII-XI) is the layer, which aims to identify the contextually oriented hierarchically structured set of dictionary items (bigrams) and their sentiment scores, allowing to measure and evaluate the tonality of the analysed texts with the high accuracy. One of the two components of bigram must be an element from a contextual dictionary of semantic clusters (Phase 1). CBSD should have three levels [46]:
• 0s level is the set of dictionary items without taking into account the contextual hierarchical structure of topics; • 1st level is the set of dictionary items taking into account the 1st level of CHST; • 2nd level is the set of dictionary items taking into account the 2nd level of CHST.
Definition of the sentiment scores of the bigrams is estimated by the frequency of occurrence of this bigram in the elements of corpora. To increase the degree of accuracy of the sentiment scores, an estimation parameter to reverse the frequency-RF (relevance frequency) is used [47]:
The main tasks of this layer are:
• to teach the developed sentiment classification algorithm to classify the texts, based on the quantitative measures of the tonality (sentiment scores) and considering one-level and two-level hierarchical structure of the corpora-based sentiment dictionary
• to evaluate the quality of the conducted classification for the purpose of modification/improvement of the applied algorithm via comparing the results of the sentiment classification.
Sentiment Classification Based on the Manually Created CBSD Layer
Steps XII-XIII. Preparing to Perform the Sentiment Classification Procedure
In this step, considering the specificity of the chosen dataset language as well as limited number of existing methods for the analysis of the text in Polish [45] , in addition to the standard text pre-processing procedures, the authors have proposed the specific text adaptation procedure [8] .
Step XIV. Scanning the Corpora Sample to Identify the Presence of Sentiment Dictionary Elements
With the purpose of acceptance/rejection of Hypothesis 2, this step of the algorithm involves the implementation of the following three procedures of scanning the subjectively positive/negative corpora samples (SPCS/SNCS). Procedure 1. Using CBSD without taking into account their topical structure-simple classification (step VII.5); Procedure 2. Using CBSD, taking into account their CHST-one-level classification (steps VII.3-5). Procedure 3. Using CBSD, taking into account their CHST-one-level and two-level classification (steps VII. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] As was accepted in this study as an Assumption 2, scanning and recognition of topics for oneand two-level classification will be performed by paragraphs (elements of the document) [35] .
For realizing the procedures 3 (with the deepest topics identification process) the following algorithm is developed:
Step XIV.1. This step is realized via scanning the adopted training sample texts and identified the topics on the 2nd level of the CHST for each review paragraph. This procedure is implemented by adding the topic (contextual dictionary elements) from CHST to training sample as one of its paragraphs and then using the LSA method to find paragraphs that have a latent semantic relation.
Step XIV.2. This step is realized via scanning the part of the training sample for which topics on the 2nd level were identified, with the goal to find the bigrams from the 2nd level of CBSD which correspond to the topic identified for each paragraph.
Steps XIV.3-4. For paragraphs for which topics had not been defined in the step VII.1, these steps are realized via scanning this part of adopted training sample texts for identifying the topics on the 1st level of the CHST and subsequent search of the bigrams from the 1st level of CBSD which correspond to the topic identified for each paragraph.
Step XIV.5. For paragraphs for which topics had not been defined in the steps VII.1 and VII 3, this step is realized via search of the bigrams from 0s level of CBSD.
The rules for determining the presence of the elements of the sentiment dictionaries and word-modifiers in the text are presented in Table 14 . Step XV. Calculation of the Quantitative Measure of the Text Tonality
To determine the quantitative measure of the tonality estimation for the entire text of the document T from subjectively corpora samples, the number of positive N pos C , neutral N neu C and negative N neg C bigrams from the corresponding CBSD found in texts in accordance with the rules in Table 15 is calculated. Based on the found bigrams polarity, scores w 
where W T -the weight of text T for particular tonality; w i -polarity score of bigram i; N C -the number of estimated bigrams of particular tonality in the text T. Each text is placed in a three-dimensional estimated space (positive-neutral-negative tonality) in accordance with their scales W T . To find the final basic estimator of the texts tonality, we can use the following linear function:
where k neg is the coefficient, compensating the fact of the preponderance of positive vocabulary in the texts [46].
Step XVI. Sentiment Classification
The implementation of this step involves the use of the following rules: Rule 1. Classification for each training sample will be performed in three classes respectively:
• For subjectively positive corpora sample (SPCS):
C1.
The text has high positive tonality (HP). C2.
The text has quite positive tonality (QP). C3.
The text has reasonably positive tonality (RP).
• For subjectively negative corpora sample (SNCS):
C4. The text has rather negative tonality (RN). C5.
The text has clearly negative tonality (CN). C6.
The text has absolutely negative tonality (AN).
Rule 2. To implement the training procedure for the algorithm being developed, the sentiment classification of texts is suggested using a basic quantitative measure of the text tonality [46]:
Rule 3. Considering the specificity of chosen document type and in order to implement the training procedure for the algorithm being developed, the sentiment classification is suggested using the following empirical rules for determining the text belonging to a certain class (Tables 15 and 16 ): 
Experimental Results and Discussion
For testing and evaluating the adequacy of the sentiment classification based on the CBSD phase, the following test dataset was used: for the first layer (CBSD creation algorithm)-5000 Polish-language film reviews (2500 TSP and 2500 TSN); for the second layer (sentiment classification algorithm)-3000 Polish-language film reviews (1500 SPCS and 1500 SNCS) from the filmweb.pl. To consider the SPCS film reviews, if the subjective (provided by its authors) evaluations of review tonality are more than 5 points and SNCS-if it is equal or less 5 points.
CBSD Creation Algorithm
As a result of the first layer of the developed methodology, the hierarchical topically oriented corpora-based sentiment dictionary was created (Table 17) . The main specificities of the received CBSD [46]:
• for positive class of CBSD: almost equal numbers of bigrams of neutral and positive polarity. This suggests that half of the adjectives and verbs used to characterize the reviewer's opinion without having a positive colouring, formally confirm (ascertain) the existing facts. 10% of negatively coloured bigram, indicating that, despite the truly positive tonality of reviews, the reviewer doubts about the positivity of certain shades (elements) of the film. The greatest number of positively coloured Bigram is related to the to the topics: Role/Actors and Script/History. At the step VII.5 of the developed methodology, the algorithm of sentiment classification using CBSD 0s level of CBSD (without taking into account their contextual hierarchical structure of topics) was realized (Table 18 ). Additionally, results of comparing the quality of the recognition of the reviews of the films SPCS/SNCS allowed to draw the following conclusions:
1.
A large part of reviews is characterized by an average degree of density of the distribution of words with recognizable tonality. This fact complicates the process of an assessment of the rating of the film.
2.
The morphological analysis of training sample testifies that [38] :
• the positive reviews characterized by highly semantic structured opinion are expressed in a careful and balanced manner. In this connection, they have a more even (in comparison with negative) distribution of words that have the explicit tonality colour.
• the negative reviews characterized by an average level of semantic structure of the opinion are expressed more spontaneously and under the influence of emotions. However, this spontaneity causes less variability of the words used, and, as a consequence, greater probability of their precise recognition and classification.
B. One-and Two-Level Sentiment Classification
Realizing the algorithm of sentiment classification using the 1st level of CBSD taking into account the recommendations formulated at the previous stage allowed: 1. Recognize the sentiment of texts paragraphs taking into account the 1st level topics of CBSD (Table 19 ).
2.
Recognize the sentiment of texts paragraphs taking into account the 2nd level topics of CBSD (Table 20) . 3.
To compare the quality of simple, one-level and two-level sentiment classification of the film reviews results (Figure 3 ). 
